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ABSTRACT
Spire Global and ICEYE are two key actors in the Maritime geospatial intelligence ecosystem. With more than 70 Low-Earth
Orbit (LEO) satellites constantly collecting Automatic Identification System (AIS) information on vessels across the world’s
seaways and weather data enabling advanced local weather forecasting capabilities, Spire Global is providing complex
awareness products across the maritime industry. ICEYE has recently launched several Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)capable satellites, enabling an all-weather, 3 x 3-meter resolution radar solution already tuned to the needs of global maritime
actors. We jointly believe there is a strong opportunity to pool these capabilities and expertise to generate a combined Arctic
Maritime Awareness Platform (AMAP) that can gather, in a single integrated solution, AIS-based ship monitoring, SARbased ship monitoring, sea-ice data, iceberg spotting, ice mapping and weather forecasts to create an advanced and wide-area
situational awareness platform over the Arctic region. This solution would notably leverage Spire’s very high satellite
density over the northern latitudes, and the expertise of both actors in generating complex data visualization tools and
interfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Satellites have emerged from the Cold War as key purveyors of geospatial intelligence (GEOINT), combining the ability to
generate highly precise data on a global scale, irrespective of national or regional boundaries (Airbus, 2019). However, it is
only recently that commercial providers such as Spire Global, Planet Labs and ICEYE have emerged among larger satellite
manufacturers and operators as credible and sophisticated actors on this stage, powered by rapidly decreasing manufacturing
and launch costs. Due to their ability to generate high amounts of data at a fraction of previous costs, the high revisit rates
enabled by their growing constellations, frequent launches, and quick technical iteration cycles, these new commercial
GEOINT providers have started to deliver new value to military, security and intelligence organizations across the world
(Erwin Sandra, 2018).
Spire Global currently provides key data and capabilities to the US Air Force and prime U.S. defense contractors; and
provides cutting-edge geospatial data to global monitoring organizations (such as Global Fishing Watch) and intelligence
agencies which leverage its ability to supply continuous data streams of vessel and aircraft locations, and weather data at allaltitudes. ICEYE is also active in this market, proving dedicated capabilities in monitoring vessels across key waterways
through its all-weather SAR imaging (Amos Jonathan, 2019). As an example, ICEYE has demonstrated the ability to monitor
dark tankers in the Persian Gulf trying to hide when exporting Iranian oil despite the US embargo.
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Figure 1. Radar imagery of possible oil transhipment; and radar intelligence on a resulting oil spill from a Saudi tanker

Since their inception, the two companies have had a key focus on the maritime sector where a combination of security,
logistics and environmental challenges have made the provision of global datasets uniquely valuable for a variety of actors
across the value chain (ESRIN, 2011). This has resulted in a joint expertise with uniquely complementary datasets able to
provide a deep, dense and continuously refreshed information for governmental and defense actors, covering regions where
terrestrial sources are inadequate or unavailable.

2. ARCTIC CHALLENGES
The Arctic has recently come to the forefront of the global security landscape. As a vast and largely inhospitable region, the
North Pole has until now remained on the sidelines. A combination of oil discoveries, environmental changes and shifting
geopolitical interests have contributed to its rise as a strategic domain for multiple actors (including Russia and, more
recently, China) (American Security Project, 2013) (European Parliament, 2018).
Despite important transformations brought about by climate change, the Arctic remains a challenging area for traditional
intelligence and signal collection, in part due to its vastness and its extreme climate, as well as the changing patterns of ice
formation and movements, which heavily constrain the ability of military and security organizations to monitor this space.
Furthermore, the rise in importance of the Arctic, largely due to the discovery of new natural resources exploitable by the
creation of new waterways and the melting of the ice cap, has led to an increase in the traffic of military and commercial
vessels operating in the area. These combined trends put pressure on the organizations involved in the control and protection
of the northern latitudes, as the increased need for monitoring and surveillance can hardly be bridged with terrestrial data
collection methods. The Arctic is the ideal playground for satellite-based monitoring systems.
As an illustration, the U.S. Coast Guard recently launched its first satellites as part of the ‘Polar Scout’ mission in
collaboration with the Department of Homeland Security (Schreiber, 2018). Also this year, Canada awarded two contracts for
three satellites aiming to “leverage innovative science & technology expertise […] to identify, assess and validate
technologies in support of air and maritime surveillance, particularly in the North” (Boucher, 2019). These recent programs
have highlighted the exceptional challenge of collecting ground-based data in the region as one of the key drivers for their
mission.

3. THE ARCTIC MARITIME AWARENESS PLATFORM
What truly enables a wide-ranging Arctic Maritime Awareness Platform (AMAP) is the fusion of complementary data from
new global constellations of AIS and SAR satellites that have been coming online in the last five years, and are growing
rapidly. The very-high density of sensors and frequent revisit rates open up the possibility for affordable, near-real-time
monitoring.
The AMAP concept presented herein, would draw on the existing capabilities of both actors (Spire and ICEYE) to create an
integrated, fast-refreshing solution that would assist NATO and its Member States to monitor the vast Arctic space. It would
notably focus on deploying the following capabilities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

AIS monitoring
SAR observation of sea ice
SAR observation of vessels
SAR observation of facilities and vehicles
Weather monitoring and forecast
ADS-B monitoring

These data sets would be integrated into a single software platform available through an API or a dedicated UX accessible to
authorized platforms and users.

Figure 2. ICEYE Example imagery of the Kara Strait within the Arctic Circle, with 1- Open sea with a variety of sea states, 2- a
small rocky island, 3- ice on top of water, and 4- Vaygach island

ICEYE currently provides dark vessel detection based on convolutional neural network machine learning in combination
with AIS data to find vessels that disengage their AIS transponder. ICEYE has also experience in providing operational sea
ice monitoring services. Spire’s existing algorithms on vessel location and predicted direction could easily be complemented
with the suite of analytics developed by ICEYE, in addition to raw imaging data. The combined solution would therefore
provide a wide envelope of tailored services plugging the gaps remaining in the overall situational awareness of the Arctic
region. It would enable decision makers to task NATO-specific assets in a directed and efficient manner.

Spire already commercializes its “Data Fusion” product to maritime clients, leveraging software platforms currently
developed for large U.S. security-focused organizations (public and private). This package is notably valuable for fleet
operational efficiency and trade monitoring, as this customer segment relies on highly accurate data at a global scale. We
believe that this solution would be of high interest for defense organizations with a remit to monitor complex and vast areas
where our satellites have unique coverage and revisit rate advantages.

Figure 3. Spire’s data fusion software, integrating AIS vessel location with proprietary weather forecast

This proposal, if selected and completed to the satisfaction of interested parties, could then be extended to additional regions
(e.g. Strait of Hormuz, Taiwan Strait, etc.) where fast-refresh, actionable information is integral to a mission-critical concept
of operations. Historical datasets could also be of assistance in generating models of typical ice patterns or patrol routes of
non-NATO military vessels, bringing additional information to the table.

Figure 4. Visualization of Spire’s maritime data set over the Persian Gulf

In addition to Spire and ICEYE’s hardware and software capabilities, the AMAP would leverage the high density of Spire’s
arctic coverage, with a large number of satellites (20+) currently in a polar orbit. This would enable the product to sport a
very high revisit rate for some data sets, thus ensuring that the information provided remains as up-to-date and accurate as
possible.

Figure 5. Visualization of Spire’s current orbit density above the Arctic

4. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
Spire/ICEYE data fusion for AMAP can also be enhanced with the monitoring and prediction of the evolution of the ice and
weather in the arctic region to ensure safe maritime operations. ICEYE SAR data can be fused with Spire AIS and weather
prediction models to create an automated alerting system.

Figure 6. Proposed workflow for the Spire/ICEYE Arctic data fusion platform

SAR data can be used to implement an object-based method for automatic iceberg detection (A.K. Mazur, A.K. Wåhlin, A.
Krężel. (2016, November 25). This technique combines edge-detection, segmentation, feature extraction and classification
algorithms to efficiently extract objects of relevance from SAR data. An up-to-date iceberg database can be implemented and
integrated with other data streams, such as weather forecasts, AIS-derived shipping lane information, etc.

Figure 7. Iceberg detection on LANDSAT ETM+ images in the Amundsen sea

Figure 8. Proposed workflow for the Spire/ICEYE Iceberg Database

Building upon the Iceberg database, a drifting model can be used to predict the future trajectory of icebergs. The drift model
can be based on (T. J W. Wagner, I. Eisenman, Rebecca W. Dell. (2017, April). It implements a Lagrangian iceberg model
that requires 3 inputs: sea surface current and wind, and sea surface temperature.

Figure 9. Example of a drift without current or wind.

The predicted trajectory can serve as input to an alerting system to estimate if and when an iceberg will intersect a vessel’s
trajectory. Real-time shipping lane monitoring can be achieved using the Traffic Route Extraction and Anomaly Detection
(TREAD) algorithm (Giuliana Pallotta, Michele Vespe and Karna Bryan. (2013, June 4)). TREAD identifies vessel objects
from raw AIS data streams for a given Region of Interest. After labelling the entry, exit and stationary points in the feed,
routes are identified and the maritime traffic network is recreated to predict vessel trajectories.

Figure10. Spire vessel density map of the Barren sea

5. CONCLUSION
The Arctic Maritime Awareness Platform (AMAP) proposed in this paper could offer NATO and other participating
organizations a decisive advantage in the monitoring and management of the Arctic region, using a set of high-density, fastrefreshing SAR and RF space-based sensors already deployed and in operation. Both ICEYE and Spire bring decisive,
actionable data that can complement and support existing NATO assets for a more efficient decision making process. The
wide depth of mutually interacting and mutually reinforcing data sets combined in the AMAP could be a valuable asset to
NATO in the strategic vantage point of the Arctic.
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